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Abstract: Grassland cover and its temporal changes are key parameters in the estimation and
monitoring of ecosystems and their functions, especially via remote sensing. However, the most
suitable model for estimating grassland cover and the differences between models has rarely been
studied in alpine meadow grasslands. In this study, field measurements of grassland cover in Gannan
Prefecture, from 2014 to 2016, were acquired using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology.
Single-factor parametric and multi-factor parametric/non-parametric cover inversion models were
then constructed based on 14 factors related to grassland cover, and the dynamic variation of the
annual maximum cover was analyzed. The results show that (1) nine out of 14 factors (longitude,
latitude, elevation, the concentrations of clay and sand in the surface and bottom soils, temperature,
precipitation, enhanced vegetation index (EVI) and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI))
exert a significant effect on grassland cover in the study area. The logarithmic model based on EVI
presents the best performance, with an R2 and RMSE of 0.52 and 16.96%, respectively. Single-factor
grassland cover inversion models account for only 1–49% of the variation in cover during the growth
season. (2) The optimum grassland cover inversion model is the artificial neural network (BP-ANN),
with an R2 and RMSE of 0.72 and 13.38%, and SDs of 0.062% and 1.615%, respectively. Both the
accuracy and the stability of the BP-ANN model are higher than those of the single-factor parametric
models and multi-factor parametric/non-parametric models. (3) The annual maximum cover in
Gannan Prefecture presents an increasing trend over 60.60% of the entire study area, while 36.54% is
presently stable and 2.86% exhibits a decreasing trend.

Keywords: grassland cover; unmanned aerial vehicle; multi-factor; inversion model; dynamic variation

1. Introduction

Vegetation cover is a direct quantitative index, reflecting vegetation growth conditions, and is
a key parameter in the estimation and monitoring of ecosystems and their functions, especially
when remote-sensing methods are used, and particularly on the expansive grasslands of the Tibetan
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Plateau [1]. Important cover-related parameters and functions include aboveground biomass [2–5],
evapotranspiration [6] and leaf area index [7]. In addition, plant coverage and its changes over
time have been directly used as indicators of grassland degradation, soil erosion [8–10] and
desertification [11]. Under actual production conditions, changes in grassland cover can reveal
over-grazing, aid in the monitoring of land use (e.g., changes between grassland and farmland) [12],
and provide an early warning of grassland degradation. Therefore, accurate estimation of cover has
a significant impact on our understanding of the existing and changing processes involved in regional
ecology, and could support policy decision-making by local governments.

There are many traditional methods for observing grassland cover, and these methods can be
divided into three categories based on the principle measurement involved. (1) Visual estimation
methods, in which the results are obtained by a specialist through visual measurements, are the
simplest of these methods. The disadvantages of visual estimation methods are that subjectivity can
be high and accuracy cannot be evaluated [13,14]. (2) Sampling methods, including quadrat sampling,
belt transect sampling, point count, and shadow methods, are based on a quadrat (50 cm × 50 cm
or 1 m × 1 m in grassland), and their accuracy is based on the number of quadrats examined and
on a logical sampling strategy. These methods require considerable time and energy to obtain high
accuracy [4]. Finally, (3) instrument measurement methods include the spatial quantum sensor (SQS),
traversing quantum sell (TQS) [15] and photographic methods. Although SQS and TQS can increase
accuracy in the measurement of grassland cover, these methods are not suitable for field observations
because of the inconvenience associated with the equipment involved. The photographic method is
the most popular method for field observations due to its convenient operation and fast, accurate
cover acquisition [14]. However, the aforementioned methods cannot effectively address the spatial
matching between sampling sites and remote-sensing pixels, and the sampling sites are not sufficiently
representative of a complex natural grassland pasture with strong spatial heterogeneity. The use of
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is one possible solution to this problem [16]. Recently, UAVs have
presented great potential for use by ecologists and have been evaluated as a valuable tool to replace
traditional methods [16–20].

Remote sensing is the only available tool for assessing and monitoring grassland cover in the poor
environment and enormous spatial extent of the Tibetan Plateau [1]. Most grassland cover estimation
and monitoring are based on the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the enhanced
vegetation index (EVI), which are determined using moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer
(MODIS) images due to their high temporal resolution (daily) and wide spatial coverage (2330 km) [21].
For models estimating grassland cover, some studies use linear spectral unmixing [22,23], and most
studies use regression analysis. Recently, a more advanced multivariate method that includes both
parametric and non-parametric regression (e.g., multivariate linear regression, nonlinear regression
and machine-learning algorithms) has been employed [3,24]. The variables used in cover inversion
models are not limited to remote-sensing vegetation indices, and there is a strong correlation between
grassland cover and factors related to geographical location, topographical and meteorological data,
and so on [2,25]. However, few studies have addressed the question of which method is most suitable
for estimating grassland cover, or determined the differences between the models, particularly in
Gannan Prefecture on the Tibetan Plateau. Consequently, reliable, area-wide information on grassland
cover and its changes over time has not been acquired to date.

In this study, considering the factors discussed above, a UAV is used to observe field grassland
cover, replacing the traditional sampling method, and a region of alpine meadow grassland (Gannan
Prefecture) on the Tibetan Plateau is studied to investigate the following: (1) the influence of
the use of different methods on grassland cover estimation error by comparing and analyzing
cover estimation models and their accuracy, based on single-factor parametric and multi-factor
parametric/non-parametric models and (2) the applicability of present cover models and the causes of
error in different models. Based on the research results obtained, we propose a method for generating
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a growth season plant cover dataset for the grasslands of Gannan Prefecture from 2000 to 2016 and
analyze the dynamic variation in grassland cover.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Gannan Prefecture (33◦06′–35◦44′N, 100◦46′–104◦44′E) is located on the Northeastern
Qinghai–Tibet Plateau (Figure 1) and has a mean elevation greater than 3000 m [26]. The region
has a continental plateau climate: the weather is typically cold and damp, and annual precipitation
varies from 400 to 800 mm. Mean annual temperatures range from 1–3 ◦C, average temperatures
only rise above 10 ◦C during two months of the year, and the annual mean sunshine duration is
2000–2400 h [27,28]. Grassland plays an important role in livestock and animal production in Gannan
Prefecture because of its vast area (grassland area of 2.72 × 106 ha, accounting for 70.28% of the
total prefecture area, with usable grassland of 2.57 × 106 ha) [29]. The major types of grassland
are alpine meadow and alpine scrub meadow, and five other grassland types occupy much smaller
areas; the latter include temperate meadow grasslands, temperate steppes, lower-flat meadows,
warm-temperate tussocks and marshes.
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2.2. Sampling Strategy and Data Collection

The evaluated grassland cover data includes two components: permanent plot data and
random plot data. The permanent plot study area is located in the Yangji Community (land area of
272.26 × 104 ha) in Sangke Town in Xiahe County, Gannan Prefecture. The grassland type in this area is
alpine meadow, which is the most representative grassland type in Gannan. A total of 13 sample plots
(250 m × 250 m in land area) were established inside the permanent plot area (Figure 1). The locations
of the 13 plots were selected based on the following criteria: (1) the growth status of the grassland
was relatively uniform and spatially representative and (2) each sample plot corresponded to one
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MODIS pixel. During the grassland growth seasons from 2014 to 2016, observations were performed
approximately every 10 days, and 18 field investigations were conducted over the three-year period.
A total of 1030 quadrats was collected from all 206 plots. The random plot data were established
throughout Gannan Prefecture, according to grassland type and terrain conditions, and 291 plots were
selected (Figure 1) during the grassland growth seasons from 2014 to 2016. Field survey plots were
chosen to ensure a 5-km horizontal distance between plots and homogeneity of both vegetation and
land use, and the geographical locations of the plots were selected to ensure that similar grassland
types and geomorphology existed within a 250 m range around the plots, considering that MODIS
pixels are 250 m × 250 m in size.

Grassland cover data were acquired from images collected by Phantom 2 vision+ (2014) and
Phantom 3 professional (2015 and 2016) Quad-Rotor Intelligent UAVs, manufactured by DJI Industries
(http://www.dji.com). The resolutions of the images collected by the two types of UAV are 1080 p
(1920 × 1080) and 4 k (4000 × 3000), respectively. Both UAVs can automatically fly preset routes
using a Naza-M autopilot system. The Phantom 2 vision+ UAV has a positional accuracy of ±2.5 m
horizontally and ±0.8 m vertically. For the updated Phantom 3 professional version, the positional
accuracy achieved is ±1.5 m horizontally and ±0.5 m vertically. The camera receives irradiance in the
visible region (red, green, and blue spectral bands) and stores it as a digital number from 0 to 255 in
JPEG format. The location information for each image is stored in its properties file. The UAVs were
controlled to fly over each quadrat and took aerial photographs vertically downward at a height of
approximately 30 m (the effective areas of the images were greater than 30 m × 30 m, and the actual
resolution of the images was less than 2 cm; GPS information was acquired from the image properties
file). Each image represented one quadrat, and grassland cover was calculated using a digital photo
processing system (DPPS) [30]. Each plot corresponded to one remote-sensing pixel.

The flight paths of the UAVs were designed using FragMAP [31]. According to grassland growth
status and spatial representativeness, the flight path was designed based on two routes: (1) if the
grassland was relatively uniform and corresponded well to the remote-sensing pixel in the plot
(as an example, one of the quadrats of the permanent sample plots is shown in Figure 2), the UAV took
five photographs vertically downward at a height of approximately 30 m along one of the diagonal
lines in the plot (maintaining an equal distance between each sample), after which the mean cover
of the five quadrats was calculated as the plot cover; (2) if the grassland vegetation was complicated
and distributed relatively non-uniformly, a square-shaped flight path (200 m × 200 m in area) was
set for that plot (the geometric center of the square-shaped flight path corresponded to the MODIS
pixel center); 12 photographs were then taken vertically downward at a height of approximately 30 m
(Figure 1, Quadrats sample strategy), and the mean cover of the 12 quadrats was calculated as the
plot cover.
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2.3. Soil, DEM and Meteorological Data

The DEM data employed were 90 m shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) images
(version V004) (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/) in Geo-TIFF format, resampled to 250 m in this study.
The slope, topographic position index (TPI) and aspect were calculated based on the DEM. The soil
data, including the sand and clay concentrations of the surface soil (0–30 cm) (represented as clay1
and sand1) and the bottom soil (30–60 cm) (represented as clay2 and sand2), were obtained from
http://globalchange.bnu.edu.cn/research/soil [32]. The meteorological data, which consisted of
a dataset with daily surface observation values for China (V 3.0), were acquired from the website of the
China Meteorological Science Data Sharing Service (http://cdc.cma.gov.cn/). The daily temperature
and precipitation data used in this study were obtained from 38 official meteorological stations in
Gannan Prefecture and surrounding areas and cover the period from 2000 to 2016. The 16-day
average temperature and cumulative precipitation data were calculated for each station according
to the standard product synthesis date of MOD13Q1. Meteorological data (with 16-day temporal
resolution) from outside stations were acquired through thin-plate smoothing spline (ANUSPLIN)
interpolation [33,34]. Because the climate factor has a time lag effect on grassland cover [35,36],
to explore the greatest correlation between the meteorological data and grassland cover, the differences
in the time periods of the meteorological data were employed in this study.

The time corresponding to a field measurement (corresponding to the MOD13Q1 product data)
was used as the current time (representing the 0-th period time), and the period of time before
sampling was expressed as the i-th 16-day period (i for 1, 2, . . . , n, from the date back to 1 January
and i up to a maximum value, n). We then tested the correlations between the meteorological data
for all combinations of time periods and grassland cover, and the best-performing data were used to
construct a model. The time periods are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Combination of temperature and precipitation for each time period.

Time Period 1-th 2-th 3-th . . . i-th . . . n-th

1-th 0 0~1 0~2 . . . 0~i − 1 . . . 0~n − 1
2-th 1 1~2 . . . 1~i − 1 . . . 1~n − 1
3-th 2 . . . 2~i − 1 . . . 2~n − 1
. . . . . . 3~i − 1 . . . 3~n − 1
i-th . . . . . . ...~n − 1
. . . . . . n − 2~n − 1

n-th n − 1

For further analysis, the projection type of the DEM, soil and selected meteorological data
was defined as Albers map projection. ArcGIS software was used to extract the value of each
factor corresponding to the ground samples, and MATLAB software was employed for modeling
and inversion.

2.4. MODIS Data and Preprocessing

The MODIS vegetation index data were selected from the MODIS 16-day maximum composite
NDVI and EVI vegetation indices product (MOD13Q1) of the United States National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. In total, 391 images with a spatial resolution of 250 m and orbit number,
h26v05, were downloaded during the growth season of the grasslands (May to October) over a 17-year
period (2000–2016). The MODIS reprojection tool (MRT) was employed to transform and register the
MOD13Q1 NDVI and EVI data to the Albers map projection (Geo-Tiff format). The 16-day values of
each of the vegetation indices for the study area as well as for the soil, DEM and meteorological data
were then extracted for further analyses.

http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/
http://globalchange.bnu.edu.cn/research/soil
http://cdc.cma.gov.cn/
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2.5. Construction of Grassland Cover Monitoring Models and Evaluation of Accuracy

2.5.1. Grassland Cover Monitoring Models

All data obtained using the above methods were employed to construct models for grassland
cover during the grass growth season (May to October) using single-factor or multi-factor parametric
and non-parametric regression models. (1): For the single-factor parametric regression models,
the 14 variables included geographical location and topographical factors: longitude (X), latitude (Y),
elevation (H), slope (S), aspect (A), and TPI; soil factors: sand1 (S1), clay1 (C1), sand2 (S2) and clay2
(C2); meteorological factors: 16-day average temperature (T) and cumulative precipitation (P) data; and
MODIS vegetation indices: NDVI and EVI. These factors were used to construct the linear, exponential,
logarithmic, power and separate regression models. (2): The variables of the multi-factor parametric
models were selected by calculating their correlation with grassland cover. The multi-factor parametric
regression models included multivariate linear and nonlinear models and are expressed as follows:

y = β1 + β2x1 + β3x2 + · · ·+ βi+1xi + ui (1)

y = β1 + β2 ln x1 + β3 ln x2 + · · ·+ βi+1 ln xi + ui (2)

y = Axβ1
1 xβ2

2 · · · x
βi
i eui (3)

y = β1 + β2(1/x1) + β3(1/x2) + · · ·+ βi+1(1/xi) + ui (4)

where y represents the grassland cover; x1, x2, · · · , xi are the variables selected based on showing
a significant correlation with cover; β1, β2, · · · , βi+1 are the model-fitting coefficients; and ui represents
the error term.

(3): The multi-factor non-parametric models employed in this study are artificial neural network
(BP-ANN), support vector machine (SVM) and random forest (RF) models. The variables of these models
are the same as for the multi-factor parametric models. The algorithms for the three models are as follows:

ANN is one of the most commonly used modeling methods based on gradient learning [37].
An ANN is a non-parametric nonlinear model that uses neural network spreading between layers and
simulates human brain receivers and information processing [38]. The BP neural network refers to
a multi-layer network structure consisting of an input layer, an output layer and one or more hidden
layers. The Levenberg–Marquardt function algorithm was selected for ANN training in this study.
The most important parameter in ANN regression models is the number of neurons and hidden layers;
the greater the number of neurons and hidden layers, the higher the learning accuracy and the weaker
the generalization ability. The network was designed to obtain an optimal topology. The numbers
of hidden layers and neurons were determined based on a trial-and-error process [39]. In this study,
the BP-ANN model and its validation were implemented using the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox.

SVM is a supervised learning model with associated learning algorithms, that analyzes data and
performs pattern recognition and is also used in classification and regression analysis [40]. An SVM
constructs a set of hyperplanes in high- or infinite-dimensional space, and these can be employed for
classification, regression, and other tasks. Generally, the higher the functional margin, the lower the
generalization error of the classifier. A regression version of SVM was proposed by Vapnik et al. [41];
in the present study, the radial basis function (RBF) was used as the kernel function, and the optimal
cost and gamma values were obtained using the “Libsvm” package [42] in MATLAB.

The RF approach applies a set of decision trees to improve prediction accuracy, and the RF
algorithm is based on the classification tree algorithm [43]. RF regression uses bootstrap sampling,
and each bootstrap sample is employed to construct a decision tree. The training samples are constantly
selected to minimize the sum of the squared residuals until a complete tree is formed. Multiple
decision trees are formed, and voting is used to obtain the final prediction. The accuracy of the
RF prediction depends on the regression trees; thus, an advantage of RF modeling is that it is not
subject to over-fitting [44]. The model was established and validated using the RF function in the
“RF_MexStandalone-v0.02” package within MATLAB.
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2.5.2. Accuracy Evaluation

The performance of the aforementioned grassland cover estimation models was evaluated
via 10-fold cross-validation [45,46], which ensured effective generalization [47]. The data sources
(geographical location, topographical, soil and meteorological data and MODIS vegetation indices)
were divided into 10 groups, each of which contained an approximately equal number of samples,
for cross-validation. In each evaluation, except in the case of BP-ANN, 10% of the samples (1/10
of the total samples) were employed as a test set, and the remainder were used as the training set;
for BP-ANN, 10% of the samples were used as the test set, another 10% of the samples were used as the
validation set, and the remaining 80% made up the training set. R2 and RMSE values were calculated
for each dataset [48]. The process was repeated 10 times until each group had been employed as both
a test set and as a training set (a validation set for BP-ANN). The model’s performance is reflected by
the mean R2 and RMSE values obtained in the 10 runs. The model’s stability is reflected by the standard
deviation (SD) of the R2 and the RMSE of the test set (denoted by SDR

2 and SDRMSE). The higher
the R2 value, the smaller the RMSE, and the closer SD is to 0, the higher the precision, accuracy and
stability of the model.

The formulae for R2, RMSE and SD are as follows:

R2 =
SSE
SST

= 1− SSR
SST

(5)

SSR =
n

∑
i=1

(coveri − fcover(i))
2 (6)

SST =
n

∑
i=1

( fcover(i)− cover)2 (7)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(coveri − fcover(i))
2

n
(8)

SD =

√
n

∑
i=1

(xi − x)2/N (9)

where SSR is the sum of squares due to regression, SST is the total sum of squares, coveri represents
the i-th observed grassland cover, cover represents the mean value of the observed grassland cover,
fcover(i) represents the i-th grassland cover estimated by the model, n represents the plots of the test
set, xi is the repeated R2 and RMSE of the test set, x is the average value of xi, and N is the number of
modeling and validation repetitions.

2.6. Dynamic Variation and Trend Analysis

Based on the optimum grassland cover estimation model selected from the parametric and
non-parametric regression models, the cover for days 145 to 289 (per 16 day) during each year
was inverted, and the mean cover for a given day was calculated for the period, 2000 to 2016.
Then, the dynamic variation in the grassland cover for the growth season in Gannan Prefecture
was analyzed. In addition, the maximum grassland cover was calculated for the growth season cover
during each year, and the dynamic variation trend of the maximum grassland cover was analyzed
using the slope over the period 2000–2016 [3]. The formula for the slope is as follows:

slope =
n ∑n

i=1 i× coveri −∑n
i=1 i ∑n

i=1 coveri

n×∑n
i=1 i2 − (∑n

i=1 i)2 (10)

For further discussion of the spatial distribution pattern of grassland growth, the slope
was categorized as significantly decreasing (<−0.6%/year), decreasing (−0.6–0.3%/year), stable
(−0.3–0.3%/year), increasing (0.3–0.6%/year) or significantly increasing (>0.6%/year) [49–51].
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3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Statistical Analysis of Observed Grassland Cover and Corresponding MODIS Vegetation Indices

Table 2 shows the statistical results obtained for grassland cover in the surveyed sample plots.
NDVI and EVI were calculated using the corresponding remote-sensing data from 2014 to 2016.
There were considerable differences in cover in the 497 sample plots in Gannan Prefecture during the
grass growth season (May to September). In Gannan Prefecture, the average cover values ranged from
58.37% to 83.83% over the three-year period, and the coefficient of variation ranged from 0.17 to 0.43.
The average NDVI and EVI ranged from 0.62 to 0.76 and from 0.40 to 0.58, respectively, with coefficients
of variation ranging from 0.06 to 0.25 and from 0.09 to 0.31, respectively. In particular, the three
highest average values of NDVI, EVI and cover were found in Maqu, Lintan and Luqu, respectively.
For the entire prefecture, the average cover was 70.62% over the three-year period, with a CV of 0.37.
The greatest grassland cover ranged from 1.38% to 99.87%. The maximum, minimum and average
values of EVI (0.76, 0.14 and 0.47, respectively) were lower than those of NDVI (0.86, 0.28 and 0.67,
respectively) overall. However, the degree of dispersion was similar; the SD of the two indices was
0.14, and the CVs were 0.30 and 0.20, respectively.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of grassland cover and corresponding moderate-resolution imaging
spectroradiometer (MODIS) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and enhanced vegetation
index (EVI) during May–September of 2014–2016 in the study area, Gannan Prefecture (n = 497).

Index Statistical Indicator
Study Area

Zhuoni Xiahe Maqu Lintan Luqu Hezuo Diebu All

NDVI

Maximum 0.71 0.86 0.85 0.76 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.86
Minimum 0.62 0.28 0.43 0.68 0.56 0.45 0.52 0.28
Average 0.67 0.62 0.76 0.72 0.72 0.66 0.63 0.67

Standard deviation 0.05 0.14 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.14
CV 0.07 0.22 0.11 0.06 0.11 0.19 0.25 0.20

EVI

Maximum 0.51 0.68 0.76 0.57 0.70 0.64 0.48 0.76
Minimum 0.38 0.14 0.28 0.48 0.34 0.25 0.36 0.14
Average 0.44 0.40 0.58 0.51 0.52 0.47 0.42 0.47

Standard deviation 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.09 0.14
CV 0.13 0.31 0.18 0.09 0.19 0.31 0.20 0.30

Cover

Maximum 94.75 99.83 99.87 91.31 98.01 96.28 85.64 99.87
Minimum 33.07 1.38 18.66 58.43 33.01 26.72 67.52 1.38
Average 58.37 63.36 83.83 78.61 75.49 67.12 66.58 70.62

Standard deviation 27.39 27.67 17.98 17.67 18.87 25.89 12.81 25.99
CV 0.47 0.44 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.39 0.17 0.37

3.2. Parametric Model Construction (Linear and Nonlinear) and Precision Evaluation

3.2.1. Single-factor Parametric Model

The results of the accuracy evaluation, validated through 10-fold cross-validation, for the
single-factor parametric model based on the 14 variables (where the best-performing meteorological
data are the 1st–4th precipitation and the 0th-2nd temperature data), are listed in Table 3. Using the
14 factors, four types of grassland cover estimation models (linear, logarithmic, power and exponential)
based on MODIS EVI exhibited the best performance, showing the highest R2 and lowest RMSE.
These were followed by the NDVI, precipitation and temperature models. The performance of the
other variables is shown in Table 2. Among the four types of estimation model, the logarithmic model
based on EVI performed the best, with R2 and RMSE of 0.52 and 16.96%, respectively; this model
was followed by the NDVI, P, T, X, Y, H, S2, C1, S, C2, TPI and S1 models. The linear model based
on A performed the worst, with R2 and RMSE of 0.02 and 24.47%, respectively. Table 3 shows the
parameters of the best-fitted model for each of the 14 variables. The EVI, NDVI, P, T, X, H, Y, C1 and
S2 models pass the T test and the F test at significance levels of 0.001 or 0.05 (Table 4), but the other
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models do not. Based on the model-fitted 10-fold cross-accuracy validation and optimum inversion
models, the best-fitted models constructed based on each variable are listed in Table 5.

Table 3. Validation results obtained through 10-fold cross-validation for the grassland cover models
based on a single factor.

Variable
Linear Exponential Logarithm Power

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

EVI 0.49 17.39 0.46 17.06 0.52 16.96 0.50 17.37
NDVI 0.47 17.73 0.46 17.96 0.47 17.81 0.47 17.77

P 0.39 19.08 0.37 19.60 0.41 18.76 0.40 18.94
T 0.31 20.93 0.28 21.40 0.33 20.55 0.31 20.97
X 0.05 24.11 0.05 24.07 0.05 24.10 0.05 24.06
H 0.06 24.18 0.06 24.18 0.06 24.18 0.06 24.18
Y 0.05 24.16 0.05 24.15 0.05 24.16 0.05 24.14

C1 0.03 24.26 0.03 24.24 0.03 24.25 0.03 24.25
S2 0.05 24.20 0.05 24.20 0.05 24.19 0.05 24.19
S 0.03 24.37 0.03 24.37 - - - -

C2 0.03 24.44 0.03 24.44 0.04 24.41 0.04 24.40
TPI 0.01 24.45 0.01 24.45 0.01 24.46 0.01 24.46
S1 0.02 24.46 0.02 24.46 0.02 24.48 0.02 24.48
A 0.02 24.47 0.02 24.47 - - - -

Table 4. Results of model fitting with the optimum inversion models based on a single factor.

Vegetation Index Parameter Estimation and T Test Regression Significance Test

Parameter Estimated Value T R2 F

EVI
A 0.137 15.744 ** 0.49 247.878 **

B −0.096 2.663 **

NDVI
A 0.003 18.739 ** 0.47 351.158 **

B 0.470 39.395 **

P
A 543.286 13.886 ** 0.33 192.829 **

B −420.647 −2.577 *

TAs
A 14.912 10.317 ** 0.21 106.449 **

B 48.217 7.996 **

X
A −0.001 −3.042 * 0.02 9.307 *

B 102.771 698.162 **

H
A 4.447 × 10−4 3.506 ** 0.03 12.292 **

B 3175.107 107.046 **

Y
A −0.004 −2.568 * 0.02 6.596 *

B 35.147 149.540 **

C1
A −0.001 −2.891 ** 0.02 8.361 *

B 17.914 32.479 **

S2
A 1.236 2.086 * 0.01 4.352 *

B 24.142 9.769 **

S
A −0.011 1.801 0.01 3.245
B 2.956 6.526 **

C2
A −0.03 −1.285 1.644 × 10−3 1.652
B 22.334 9.628 **

S1
A 0.004 0.324 2.658 × 10−4 0.105
B 31.515 39.366 **

T
A −4.889 × 10−4 −0.281 1.993 × 10−4 0.079
B 4.104 31.991 **

A
A −0.006 −0.027 1.865 × 10−6 0.001
B 144.943 9.364 **

Note: ** represents p < 0.001; * represents p < 0.05; A and B represent the constant and exponential term of the model,
respectively; T and F are the significant values according to the T and F tests.
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Table 5. Best fitted models constructed based on a single factor.

Variable Formula R2

EVI y = 0.137ln(x) − 0.096 0.49
NDVI y = 0.003x + 0.470 0.47

P y = 543.286ln(x) − 420.647 0.33
T y = 14.912ln(x) + 48.217 0.21
X y = −0.001x102.770 0.02
H y = 4.447×10−4e 3175.107x 0.03
Y y = −0.004x35.147 0.02

C1 y = −0.001e17.914x 0.04
S2 y = 1.236ln(x) + 24.142 0.01

3.2.2. Multi-factor Parametric Model and Precision Evaluation

The results of the accuracy evaluation, validated through 10-fold cross-validation, for the
multi-factor parametric models based on nine variables (selected from Section 3.2.1), are listed in
Table 6. Among the four multi-factor parametric cover estimation models, the logarithmic model
performed best, with an R2 of 0.61 and an RMSE of 15.12%, followed by the linear model, with an R2

of 0.60 and an RMSE of 15.39%, and then the reciprocal model. The power model exhibited the worst
performance, with an R2 of 0.58 and an RMSE of 15.70% (Table 6). Table 7 shows the parameters of the
best-fitted model for each multi-factor parametric model. As shown, all four models passed the F test
at a significance level of 0.001.

Table 6. Accuracy assessment of the different multi-factor parametric models using the 10-fold
cross-validation method.

Model Forms
Training Set Test Set

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Linear 0.62 15.014 0.60 15.39
Logarithm 0.63 14.885 0.61 15.12

Power 0.60 15.523 0.58 15.70
Reciprocal 0.61 15.378 0.59 15.52

Table 7. Best fitted models constructed based on multiple factors.

Model Forms Formula R2 F

Linear y = 361.0690 + 0.0247P − 0.1398T − 0.0648S2 − 0.0261H − 0.3031C1 − 6.7056X
+ 11.3646Y + 102.9434EVI + 23.7885NDVI 0.62 71.01 **

Logarithm
y = 2877.5978 + 36.8336ln(P) − 12.7674ln(T) + 1.5335ln(S2) − 98.8390ln(H)
− 2.3321ln(C1) − 700.1303ln(X) + 299.7008ln(Y) + 53.6374ln(EVI)
+ 2.0236ln(NDVI)

0.63 73.04 **

Power y = 1.3840P0.5411T−0.1455S20.0523H−1.0555C10.0072X−0.8194Y3.7514EVI0.6908NDVI0.2119 0.60 58.99 **

Reciprocal y = −406.7349 − 2.9639 × 104/P − 1.7307 × 103/T − 147.3110/S2 + 1.7582 × 105/H
+ 21.8384/C1 + 7.0831 × 104/X − 6.2091 × 103/Y − 17.1820/EVI − 8.4375/NDVI

0.60 65.75 **

Note: ** represents p < 0.01; F are the significant values according to the F tests.

3.3. Multi-Factor Non-Parametric Regression Models Based on BP-ANN, SVM and RF and Evaluation
of Precision

The results of the accuracy evaluation, validated through 10-fold cross-validation of the
multi-factor non-parametric models, based on BP-ANN, SVM and RF, are listed in Table 8. The RF
model performed best, with an R2 of 0.78 and RMSE of 10.84%, whereas the accuracy of the BP-ANN
model was lowest among the three models, with an R2 of 0.72 and RMSE of 13.38%. The accuracy
of the SVM model was between those of the RF and BP-ANN models, with an R2 of 0.73 and RMSE
of 12.83%.
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Table 8. Accuracy assessment of the different multi-factor non-parametric regression models using the
10-fold cross-validation method.

Method
Training Set Test Set

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

BP-ANN 0.83 10.288 0.72 13.38
SVM 0.90 7.804 0.73 12.83
RF 0.96 5.289 0.78 10.84

3.4. Comparison of Stability between Parametric and Non-Parametric Models (Optimum Inversion
Model Selection)

The stability of a model with high accuracy is not necessarily high (Table 9). For the single-factor
parametric models, SDR

2 and SDRMSE for EVI, NDVI, P and T showed lower stability at a higher
accuracy. In contrast, the models based on X, H, Y, C1 and S2 exhibited higher stability, but the
accuracy was lower. For multi-factor parametric models, the SDR

2 and SDRMSE of each model yielded
similar values; the best stability was observed for the linear model (0.158 and 2.918% for SDR

2 and
SDRMSE, respectively) and not for the logarithmic model, which displayed the best accuracy. For the
multi-factor non-parametric models, SDR

2 and SDRMSE were the lowest for BP-ANN (0.062 and 1.615%,
respectively), followed by SVM (SDR

2 and SDRMSE of 0.082 and 1.732%, respectively); the RF model
showed poor stability, with SDR

2 and SDRMSE of 0.095 and 2.354%, respectively.
Comprehensively considering accuracy and stability, the BP-ANN model was the most suitable

for describing the inversion of grassland cover in Gannan Prefecture.

Table 9. Performance of different models in the prediction of grassland cover.

Model Factor Function SDR
2 SDRMSE

Single factor parametric models
(including linear and nonlinear forms)

EVI Logarithm 0.182 3.205
NDVI Linear 0.170 2.900

P Logarithm 0.171 2.689
T Logarithm 0.143 2.394
X Power 0.054 1.566
H Exponential 0.074 1.478
Y Power 0.062 1.595

C1 Exponential 0.039 1.666
S2 Logarithm 0.044 2.006

Multi-factor parametric models
(including linear and nonlinear forms)

EVI, NDVI, P, T, X,
H, Y, C1, S2

linear 0.158 2.918
Logarithm 0.171 3.263

Power 0.167 3.142
Reciprocal 0.184 3.520

Multi-factor non-parametric models
(nonlinear form)

EVI, NDVI, P, T, X,
H, Y, C1, S2

BP-ANN 0.062 1.615
SVM 0.082 1.732
RF 0.095 2.354

3.5. Spatial and Temporal Dynamic Changes in Grassland Cover in Gannan Prefecture

3.5.1. Dynamic Changes During the Growth Season Every 16 day from 2000 to 2016

The distribution of average grassland cover during the growth season, from 2000 to 2016, was
inverted by the BP-ANN model (Figure 3). Grassland cover presented a decreasing trend after
increasing during the growth season. The growth season begins in May, and the average grassland
cover can reach 41.74% at day 145 (25 May) in Gannan Prefecture (Figure 4). The regions showing the
highest cover were the northwest, Xiahe, Luqu and Maqu; the maximum cover reached 91.63% in part
of the study area. After the beginning of the growth season, grassland cover showed an increasing
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trend from northwest to southeast until the day209 (28 July). The average grassland cover reached
78.61%, with cover ranging from 26.53% to 100%. The highest rate of increase of cover, 13.32%, occurred
from day 177 to day 193. Grassland cover showed a decreasing trend from southeast to northwest
after day 209 (28 July). The average cover was reduced to 58.59% at day 289 (16 October), although the
highest-cover regions were still located in the northwest, Xiahe, Luqu and Maqu, and the maximum
cover decreased to 95.05% in part of the study area.

The grassland cover first began to increase in Northwestern Gannan Prefecture and then gradually
spread to the southeast during the growth season. After this first period of exuberance, the cover
decreased from southeast to northwest. Compared with that in the southeast part of Gannan Prefecture,
the growth season in the northwest, including Xiahe, Hezuo and Maqu, can be roughly estimated;
because the beginning of the growth season there occurs earlier, and the end of the growth season
occurs later—the growth season in the northwest is much longer.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the average grassland cover for days 145–289 (per 16 days), in Gannan,
from 2000 to 2016.

3.5.2. Dynamic Changes in Annual Maximum Grassland Cover

During the past 17 years, grassland cover has shown more increases than decreases (60.60% vs.
2.86%, respectively), with a stable area of 36.54% (Figure 5). The Northern (north of Xiahe) region of
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Gannan Prefecture presented the most significant decrease (0.66%), while the Southern and central
regions (south of Maqu and parts of Luqu, Zhuoni and Diebu) showed the most significant increases
(27.86%). Cover decreased, but not significantly, in 2.2% of the study area, mostly in parts of Xiahe and
Hezuo. Cover increased, but not significantly, in 32.74% of the study area, in parts of Lintan, Hezuo,
Xiahe, Luqu and Maqu, outside of the significantly increasing areas shown in Figure 5.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of Various Factors on Grassland Cover in Gannan Prefecture

In estimating grassland vegetation physical indices, multi-factor models are more reasonable
than single vegetation indices (VI) obtained from remote sensing; single VI-based models exhibit low
accuracy, poor stability, and considerable spatial variability across regions [2,3,52]. Previous research
has indicated that topographic effects are not negligible when studying climatic impacts on vegetation
in prairies with rolling topography [53]. Additionally, vegetation cover is indirectly influenced by soil
texture [54], and grassland growth is strongly correlated with meteorological data [55–57].

Based on these considerations, geographical location and topographical factors (longitude,
latitude, elevation, slope, aspect, and TPI), soil factors (sand1, clay1, sand2 and clay2), meteorological
factors (temperature and precipitation data) and MODIS vegetation indices (NDVI and EVI) were
considered in the present study to improve the accuracy of grassland cover estimation modeling from
spatial resolution remote-sensing images. Grassland cover was extremely significantly (p < 0.001)
correlated with the factors EVI, NDVI, P, T and H, with R2 values ranging from 0.03 to 0.49, and was
significantly (p < 0.05) correlated with the factors X, Y, C1 and S2, with R2 of 0.01–0.02; no significant
correlations were found for S, C2, S1, T or A. Remote-sensing vegetation indices were clearly the most
effective indices for acquiring grassland cover directly, as found by Zhou et al. [49] and Li et al. [23],
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and T, P and H exerted great influence on grassland vegetation cover estimation in the study area,
similar to the findings of Yang et al. [58]. The effects of X, Y, C1 and S2 were smaller than those of
the meteorological factors—S1, C2, S1, TPI and A—which had little influence on grassland cover.
These results may be caused by the unique geographical location, terrain and climate of Gannan
Prefecture [59]. For example, the elevation in this region gradually increases from east to west [60],
the area exhibits a temperate plateau continental monsoon climate, with rain and heat occurring during
the same period [56], and the grassland types are mostly alpine meadow and alpine shrub [4,59,60].
These selected factors are the same as those described in [2] and were employed to construct the above
ground biomass model.

4.2. Comparative Analysis between Multi-Factor Parametric and Non-Parametric Models

In this study, models based on the field-observed cover data (measured by UAV) and the
geographical location factors, topography, soil, meteorological data, and remote-sensing vegetation
indices, including a single-factor parametric model and multi-factor parametric and non-parametric
models, were analyzed. There were considerable differences among the models in accuracy
and stability.

There was a significant difference in accuracy and stability between the single-factor parametric
and multi-factor parametric inversion models. The higher-accuracy models showed lower stability
than the single-factor parametric model. The accuracy of multi-factor parametric models was higher
than that of the single-factor parametric models, showing an increase in R2 of 0.09–0.60 and a decrease
in RMSE of 0.19%–9.12%. However, the stability of the multi-factor parametric models was lower than
that of the single-factor parametric models, with increases in SDR

2 and SDRMSE of 0.002–0.045 and
0.315%–2.042%, respectively. In contrast to the single-factor parametric and multi-factor parametric
models, the multi-factor non-parametric models (including BP-ANN, SVM and RF) performed better
in terms of accuracy and stability. With respect to accuracy, R2 increased to 0.11–0.75 and RMSE
decreased to 1.74%–13.41%. With respect to stability, SDR

2 and SDRMSE decreased to 0.089–0.122 and to
1.166%–1.905%, respectively. Among the three multi-factor non-parametric models, stability decreased
as accuracy increased. The accuracy of the RF model was best (R2 and RMSE values of 0.78 and
10.84%, respectively, compared with BP-ANN), but the stability of that model was low (SDR

2 and
SDRMSE increased to 0.033 and 0.739%, respectively). In contrast, the lowest-accuracy model, BP-ANN,
exhibited the highest stability.

Although the single-factor model is simple and easy to use [49], it showed lower accuracy and
poor stability in this study. Previous work suggests that the estimation accuracy of a model can be
improved by the use of multiple factors [2,3,61], but the stability of the model does not necessarily
improve. For example, each of the multi-factor parametric models (linear, exponential, logarithmic,
and power) exhibited high accuracy and low stability in this study. Because factor selection and
expression are only conjecture, the single- and multi-factor parametric models are limited in some
cases [1,62]. In this study, the best accuracy and stability overall were found for the multi-factor
non-parametric models (including the BP-ANN, SVM and RF models). These models can estimate any
complex nonlinear relationship and all the quantitative and qualitative information distributed within
the models; thus, these models are robust and fault-tolerant [52,63].

4.3. Limitations and Prospects of a Model for Grassland Cover Monitoring in the Study Area

In this study, although the optimum models for the remote-sensing monitoring of grassland cover
in the study area were determined, some error and uncertainty regarding these inversion models
remain due to limitations associated with various factors.

4.3.1. Uncertainties in the Measured Data

Uncertainties in the measurements may be related to the degree of representativeness of
a sample plot [4]; this factor is very important when calibrating model parameters and performing
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validation [3]. Due to the limitations of GPS accuracy, topography, and traffic conditions, problems
with representativeness are always encountered when matching sample plots to the corresponding
pixels [64]. Although UAV technology was employed in this study to expand the sample plot area
and reduce the influence of the heterogeneity of the land surface (this was accomplished by the use
of 5–12 photographs representing each 250 m × 250 m area), heterogeneity could not be eliminated
completely. The spatial representativeness of ground-sampling sites can be enhanced by increasing
the number and area of quadrats, improving the range observed from the ground-sampling quadrats,
and reducing the error from the corresponding spatial matching problem. Further sample settings are
restricted by flight endurance (hovering time of the UAV), aircraft control distance, and the resolution
of the photographs [16]. With the development of UAV science and technology, the sampling strategy
still requires much improvement.

4.3.2. Temporal Matching Between Ground Sampling Sites and Remote-Sensing Data

Temporal disparities between the monthly maximum values of MODIS VIs and the field-measured
biophysical parameters during the peak period of grass growth are unavoidable [65] despite
experimenters’ best efforts. In this study, data matching between the field-measured and
remote-sensing VIs used data obtained within the shortest possible time intervals. In future research,
the timing of field investigations should be planned to reduce the temporal disparity between
field-measured biophysical parameters and satellite image acquisitions [4].

4.3.3. Limitations of the Optimum Estimation Model

Although the BP-ANN model exhibited high accuracy and was robust in this study, this model
has obvious limitations. First, the accuracy of the learning process depends on the quantity and
quality of the samples, and the convergence process can be slow or can suffer from problems of local
minima. Second, as a black box method, the geometry of an ANN presents a complicated architecture,
and the theoretical threshold for selecting a reasonable network structure is insufficient. Moreover,
the over-fitting problem cannot be ignored when applying an ANN, and the optimal numbers of
hidden layers and nodes depend on the problem itself and on repeated tests. In the end, the ANN
model solves the problem related to the weight of network convergence, but it does not guarantee that
the solution is optimal. Therefore, repeated training is required to obtain an optimal neural network
and achieve reasonable results (for example, 10-fold cross-validation).

5. Conclusions

Based on an analysis of the factors influencing alpine grassland cover in the pastoral area
of Gannan Prefecture, this study examined single-factor parametric and multi-factor parametric/
non-parametric cover inversion models and evaluated their accuracy and stability. The dynamic
variation in grassland cover was also analyzed. The following primary conclusions were reached.

Because of the complexity and extensive spatial distribution of natural grassland resources,
grassland cover shows considerable spatial heterogeneity in the pastoral area of Gannan Prefecture,
leading to substantial differences in the responses of MODIS EVI and NDVI to grassland cover.
The average grassland cover ranged from 58.37% to 83.83% during the growth seasons in 2014 to
2016, corresponding to an average EVI and an average NDVI of 0.62–0.76 and 0.40–0.58, respectively.
In particular, Maqu, Lintan and Luqu showed the maximum average values of cover, EVI and NDVI
(0.51–0.58, 0.72–0.76, and 75.49%–83.83%, respectively).

Nine of the 14 examined factors presented significant correlations with grassland cover. EVI,
NDVI, P, T, X, Y, H, C1 and S2 were significantly or extremely significantly correlated with grassland
cover. Grassland cover inversion models based on a single factor exhibited poor accuracy and low
stability. In the study area, EVI was most closely related to grassland cover, followed by NDVI, P, T, X,
H, Y, S2 and C1. The single-factor grassland cover inversion models accounted for only 1%–49% of the
variation in cover.
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The multi-factor non-parametric models showed higher accuracy and stability than the single-
and multi-factor parametric models. The accuracy of grassland cover inversion models based on
multiple factors was higher than that of single-factor models. The multi-factor parametric models
(linear, logarithmic, power and reciprocal) accounted for 60%–63% of the variation in cover, whereas
the multi-factor non-parametric models accounted for 83%–96% of the variation. The stability of the
parametric models was lower than that of the non-parametric models, with increases in SDR

2 and
SDRMSE of 0.063–0.122 and 0.564%–1.905%, respectively. The optimum grassland cover inversion
model was BP-ANN; it was selected through comprehensive consideration of model accuracy and
stability, with an R2, RMSE, SDR

2 and SDRMSE of 0.72, 13.38%, 0.062 and 1.615%, respectively.
Overall, the annual maximum grassland cover in Gannan Prefecture has shown an increasing

trend over the past 17 years. The regions in which grassland cover increased accounted for 60.60% of
the total study area, with 27.86% showing significant increases. The stable area of cover accounted for
36.54% of the total study area, with 2.86% of the area showing decreases and 0.66% of the area showing
significant decreases.
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